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Banded demoiselle hovering near a dandelion’s seedhead at Gülper See lake in Brandenburg, Germany. Photo by 
Sven Damerow, CC BY-SA 4.0.



Hoggar National Park, Assekrem, Tamanrasset, Algeria. Photo by Aboubakrhadnine, CC BY-SA 4.0.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assekrem
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:-%D8%AA%D9%8A%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%83%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%83%D9%8A%D8%B1-_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AD%D8%B6%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A9_%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%88%D8%B7%D9%86%D9%8A%D8%A9_%D9%84%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%B3%D9%8A%D9%84%D9%8A_%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%87%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%B1_-_%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%86%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA_-_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AC%D8%B2%D8%A7%D8%A6%D8%B1.jpg


Ukraine’s Carpathian National Park. Mykhailo Remeniuk, CC BY-SA 4.0.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carpathian_National_Nature_Park
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Misha_Reme


Presenter
Presentation Notes
About 100,000 photos were uploaded from all over the world The world of Wikipedia has hundreds of different kinds of projects that are working to make content about our world freely available to all. So whether you’re a photographer or a researcher or a librarian there are tasks to do, and I hope to introduce you to some of these. 



In 1970… 

 The first Earth Day was observed
 10% of the US population participated: 20M people, one of the 

largest days of citizen action in history (McKibben)

ARPAnet, the precursor to the Internet, had just been built 
(and was up to 4 nodes) 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica had just celebrated its 

bicentennial (in 1968)

Bill McKibben, “They wore surgical masks for the first Earth Day, too”, April 2020.
https://www.newyorker.com/news/annals-of-a-warming-planet/they-wore-surgical-masks-for-the-first-earth-day-too

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, however, let’s think about what 50 years of earth day means

https://www.newyorker.com/news/annals-of-a-warming-planet/they-wore-surgical-masks-for-the-first-earth-day-too


In 2001… 

 The IPCC Third Assessment Report was released 
“Globally it is very likely that the 1990s was the warmest decade, and 1998 the warmest 
year, in the instrumental record (1861-2000)…There is new and stronger evidence that 
most of the warming observed over the last 50 years is attributable to human activities.” 

 Al Gore was presenting the slideshow that would become 
the basis for An Inconvenient Truth

and
 Wikipedia was founded



In 2020… 

 Climate strikes, climate crises, Green New Deal
 “12 years to act”
 2 years since IPCC released “Special Report on Global 

Warming of 1.5 °C” –
Meeting a 1.5C target “[will require] deep emissions reductions [and] rapid, far-reaching 
and unprecedented changes in all aspects of society.”

and
 Wikipedia is the largest encyclopedia to ever exist



Wikipedia is a profoundly global project



6 million articles (just in English)



And it is highly read



But our topics can be local



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Articles about local infrastrure and ecologies are really crucial to understanding the world 



Environmental impact articles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another kind of article on Wikipedia about the environment 



The environment and Covid-19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main article on pandemic getting half a million views per day 	



The environment and Covid-19



Missing articles about air pollution in….



How many articles are there about the 
environment?

In English Wikipedia… 

 10,472 articles tagged for WikiProject Environment
 2,144 articles tagged for WikiProject Climate Change
 (Sage Encyclopedia of Global Warming and Climate Change has 750 

entries) 

Doesn’t account for: 
 Relevant sections of articles (eg ‘ecology’ in “Massachusetts”) 
 Tangential articles (eg specific solar panel technologies) 
 Untagged and poorly categorized articles 



Current quality

• Anecdotally, in English WP: 
Overall, it’s not that great

 Lots of duplication / overlapping articles
 Blocks of text
 Hard to navigate and find relevant articles 
 Updating is lacking or inconsistent (“climate change policy of the 

United States” tagged for updating since 2011) 
 Advertising issues (esp. on engineering related articles)
 Few active editors









What should articles be? 

 Scientifically accurate 
 …But also readable by all – policy makers, citizens
 Reflect current research
 Match what people are searching for
 Be specific, but also make general information findable
 Have a global perspective
 Equally good across languages
 Include clear scientific illustrations and graphs
 Comprehensive coverage of both social and scientific aspects



Let’s talk about Boston for a minute

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the article about the city of Boston, 







What can you do?

• Write about people involved in environmental work, especially 
global environmental work

• Write about climate and environmental impacts in articles 
about places, institutions

• Write about missing “infrastructure” topics – landfills, power 
plants, and more

• Make sure articles are accessible, up to date, and well written



What can you do? Con’t
• Add good references! 
• What is “good” in this context? 

• Scientifically vetted – peer reviewed journal articles/books
• From a reputable research organization – eg non-partisan scientific 

organizations
• From a reputable news source

• Example: City of Boston reports, media like the Boston Globe or WBUR, 
environmental organizations like the Audubon Society, IPCC reports

• Double-check existing references: 
• Are they up to date?
• Do they support what is being claimed? 



Wikipedia article guidelines 

• Notability – is it written about in another reliable source? 
Some topics are too narrow for Wikipedia or don’t have 
enough sources written about it yet. 

• References – is it referenced to reliable sources? Don’t write 
from personal experience.

• Neutrality – Wikipedia is written from a neutral point of view. 
Be wary of biased or advocacy sources

• Free content – everything on Wikipedia needs to be freely 
licensed (written yourself or shared from a freely licensed or 
public domain source). No copying images from other 
webpages. 



Make good figures as well as text: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Climate_change/Figures

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Climate_change/Figures
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What can you do? Translate!



Get scientists and experts involved too

Climate at the National Academies Wikipedia Edit-a-thon seminar room 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Climate_at_the_National_Academies_Wikipedia_Edit-a-thon_0923.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Climate_at_the_National_Academies_Wikipedia_Edit-a-thon_0923.jpg


2019 African Climate Change edit-a-thon

The African climate change workshop hosted by SSN and Wikimedia ZA on the second day
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:African_climate_change_day2.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:African_climate_change_day2.jpg


Document the natural world
• Add photos on Commons
• iNaturalist citizen science app



If you’re into data, cataloging and description



Sustainable Development usergroup



WMF and organizational sustainability



Challenges in writing about climate 
change & environmental topics
 Complex topics

Rapidly changing, nuanced science
Long, difficult to edit articles requiring expertise (or a lot of research)
Difficult to get a complete picture of coverage & what is missing

 Sometimes controversial topics
English Wikipedia has site-wide article sanctions around climate change
Terminology is difficult to agree on 

 Of global interest 
Relevant to many topics: climate change will affect all species, cities, countries, etc

There is a deadline.



“The cultivated person's first duty is to be always 
prepared to rewrite the encyclopedia.” 
– Umberto Eco 

Bettmann Archive / Getty Images Archive via https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/katebubacz/photos-show-first-earth-day

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/katebubacz/photos-show-first-earth-day
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